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What is the methodological question being addressed? 
 
Can medication adherence of an individual enrolled in a clinical trial be accurately predicted through               
machine learning models trained using current and past medication adherence behavior?  
 
Introduction 
 
Patients enrolled in clinical trials often find difficulty staying on track of their prescribed medication               
regimen. As a result, it becomes difficult to accurately assess treatment effects when adequate              
participation in the prescribed treatment is in question. Several technologies have been implemented in              
clinical trials to track patients’ medication adherence, allowing clinical sites to intervene if a patient               
shows a pattern of low adherence. However, by the time a site has enough information to intervene, the                  
patient has likely already participated in consistent low adherence. If patients’ initial adherence within a               
clinical trial could be used to predict adherence over the course of the study, sites could have the                  
opportunity to identify patients more likely to have low adherence, allowing them to reach out to those                 
patients in a proactive manner and prevent non-adherent behavior likely to occur in the future. 
 
Methods 
 
Medication adherence data from patients who have used the AiCure (Bain et al., 2017) platform to track                 
adherence in real-time was collected. The data output includes a binary variable indicating whether or               
not an individual took a prescribed dose along with the time associated with that dose within the context                  
of the prescribed regimen and the length of the clinical trial. Data from 2,923 patients across multiple                 
therapeutic areas who dosed using AiCure for 21 days or more was used for this analysis. 
 
All patients were grouped into two adherence classes; patients with >80% adherence rate were labeled               
as adherent, while patients with <80% adherence rate were labeled as non-adherent. The data was               
split into training (2038 patients, 70% of total patients) and testing (885 patients, 30% of total patients)                 
sets. The former was used to train an XgBoost classification model to predict medication adherence               
over the course of a study by using the following predictors: adherence in the first 14 days, therapeutic                  
area, trial length, dosing lengths, dosing delays, monetary reimbursements for dose participation, and             
clinician interventions. The model was trained to use the first 14 days of behavior to predict medication                 
adherence during the rest of the trial.  
 
  



Results 
 
The testing dataset showed that when behavior during the first 14 days of a study was used to predict                   
adherence for the remainder of the trial, a predictive accuracy of 0.77 with an AUC of 0.85 was                  
achieved. The distribution of data across therapeutic areas was not balanced, with the major              
contributing areas being Schizophrenia (23%), attention-deficit hyperactivity disorder (23%), addiction          
(22%), healthy volunteers (12%), tuberculosis (5%), and major depressive disorder (4%). As can be              
seen from these findings, predictive models of adherence have the potential to better inform sites about                
future adherence levels in patients receiving treatment, allowing them to intervene proactively to             
maintain high medication adherence in clinical trials. Future work to build models that can predict               
adherence on following days or weeks could provide further insights to sites on when interventions can                
be most useful in maintaining high medication adherence. 
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